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ED MUZIO
WHEN INTRODUCING ED, please use this bio:
Author Ed Muzio is one of only a few management consultants in the world doing
systems-level group work with CEOs and executive staffs simultaneously –
helping leadership teams shift culture across entire organizations. His work has
been hailed for producing substantive changes even in the most challenging circumstances, with
results in weeks or months rather than quarters or years. Ed has been called “one of the planet’s
clearest thinkers on management practice" by the editor of an international business magazine. His
mantra is "higher output, lower stress, sustainable growth” – a promise central to his company’s
mission of creating culture changers. Ed’s books have won Awards of Excellence recognizing both a
strong basis in research and tangible, practical outcomes. Originally trained as an engineer, Ed has
started organizations large and small, led global initiatives in technology development and employee
recruitment, and published on a variety of business topics from manufacturing strategy to the
relationship between individual skills and systemic output.
He's been featured in national and international media, he works with clients from individual life
coaches to the Fortune 500, and today, he's pleased to be here to talk with us about ____________.
Please join me in welcoming the CEO of Group Harmonics, Ed Muzio.

WHEN DESCRIBING ED in a publication or program, please use this bio:
Ed Muzio is one of a few management consultants in the world who does systems-level coaching with
a CEO or SVP and his/her staff simultaneously, helping executive teams make a cultural shift so
significant that it propagates downward into how the organization runs. His work has been hailed for
producing substantial results even in the most challenging circumstances, and Ed has been called “one
of the planet’s clearest thinkers on management practice" by the editor of an international business
magazine. His mantra is "higher output, lower stress, sustainable growth” – a promise central to his
company’s mission of creating culture changers – and his books have won Awards of Excellence in the
performance improvement field.
Originally trained as an engineer, Ed has started organizations large and small, led global initiatives in
technology development and employee recruitment, and published articles and papers on a variety of
business topics. Prior to founding Group Harmonics in 2004, Ed was President and Executive Director
of a human services organization, and a leader, mentor, and technologist within Intel Corporation and
the Sematech consortium. A Cornell University graduate, Ed's accomplishments include the creation
and stewardship of a worldwide manufacturing infrastructure program, a nationally-recognized
engineering development organization, and a non-profit residential program for at-risk youth.

